Buckner sprinklers, valves and couplers were installed on the world’s first hose-less golf course irrigation system at Pebble Beach, California in 1912.

Today Buckner sprinkler systems are providing better turf and better play on championship golf courses all over the world. Install genuine Buckner sprinklers, key to successful irrigation and better golfing for your members.

Distributors in all principal cities. Look in the yellow pages under “Sprinklers.”
self among the money players . . . New Jersey State GA Open will be played at Plainfield CC, July 6-8, and the Amateur will be held at Forest Hills Field Club, June 15-18 . . . Open prize money has been boosted from $5,000 to $5,500.

The head on our story in January GOLFDOM (page 52), "Golfingest County in the Country!" inspired, or maybe aroused Guido Cribari, sports editor of the Westchester County Publishers, Inc., to unleash his typewriter and point out how wrong we are . . . Broward County (Fla.), the subject of the GOLFDOM piece, has only 22 courses . . . Westchester, says Cribari, has 44 "in its little old precinct." . . . We tip our hat to Guido, who also points out that there are 829 holes of golf in Westchester as compared to 351 for Broward . . . Los Angeles County, according to Tom McMahon, has 42 courses, 28 private and 14 public . . . In the Chicago area (within 40 miles of the Loop) there are 149 courses, but all of these aren't in Cook County . . . The Philadelphia GA, which operates in an area with a 45-mile radius, couldn't get figures on how many courses there are in its county, but you can bet there is a large number . . . Wayne county in the Detroit

TILE-LIKE RAMUC® POOL ENAMEL steps up attendance... makes maintenance costs dive!

Ramuc Enamel's tile-like finish and fade-resistant colors are proved attendance boosters. "We specify Ramuc Enamel for swimmer appeal, beauty, easy cleaning, long wear," says City of Austin, Texas' Joe Prowse, Jr. (Austin Recreation Department). The Lake Club of Wilton, Connecticut, ("The Executives' Club") reports: "Ramuc retains its color and glossiness remarkably well."

Thousands of managers of other commercial and public pools echo the same sentiments. Ramuc Pool Enamel saves money, because it keeps a pool attractive and cuts down on upkeep. The beautiful tile-like finish discourages the build-up of dirt and algae. It's easier to clean. Pastel colors promote safety by increasing underwater visibility.

Write for color chart and 32-page Handbook on Painting Pools—both free. Send us your pool's dimensions, tell whether it's metal, concrete or plaster, and the type of paint on pool—for specific advice without obligation.

Ramuc Enamel, Manufactured by INERTOL CO., INC.
479 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 12, N. J. • 27-Y South Park, San Francisco 7, Cal.
LARCHMONT brings automation to Turf Irrigation
with AUTOMATIC VALVELESS SPRINKLERS

Present Manual Systems Easily Converted
A MUST for ALL NEW SYSTEMS

SET THE MAGIC BRAIN — and wonderful things begin to happen . . .

Sprinklers slowly rise from their underground birdnest housings.

Sprinklers turn themselves on . . . spray for the exact time you set . . . then, as if by magic — a 200' circle.

Shut themselves off . . . slowly retract into their protective housings . . . underground, out of sight.

Available in
TWO MODELS

NO. 1 Built-in valve eliminates the added expense of separate valves for this purpose . . . Hydraulically rises and closes . . . can't jam.

NO. 2 Without built-in valves for group sprinkling or manual controls. Many sprinklers may be operated from one point. Pressure rising, gravity closing.

Both Models in 2 SIZES: RAINBIRD 70LBN . . RAINBIRD 80LBN
AN AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION SYSTEM within the reach of all!

Automatic Irrigation cost cut in half. Simple, Low cost installation

NO HOLES AROUND SPRINKLER: Water comes on only when sprinkler is fully raised eliminating washout and erosion holes, common in all other types.

FEATURES: Low cost initial installation; one sprinkler replaces many smaller ones — reducing pipe and installation costs. Manual systems converted to completely automatic at low cost. Castings tested by toughest maintenance treatment. No gears or cams — positive action. Controlled automatically or hydraulically. Unique drainage prevents freezing damage. All equipment tested and guaranteed.

LARCHMONT ENGINEERING . . . Lexington 73, Mass.

Write for detailed information and literature
for turf beauty that lasts...

and lasts...

and lasts...

use Armour Vertagreen® Plant Food

A Great New Lamp Brings Better Lighting to Golf

MOR-LITE

for

Driving Ranges
Par 3's - Pools
Miniatures - Etc.
Putting-Parking

Sealed against Moisture & Dust

Instant light; no color distortion. Designed to operate on 120 volts. Available with Spot, Semi-Flood or Wide-Flood reflectors. Complete with lamp — $63.25. Write for descriptive literature and details of our introductory offer.

WILSON-WALZ SPORTING GOODS CO.

502 San Francisco St., El Paso, Tex.

Golfdom dist.}, eight and Oakland county, also in the same dist., has 17... GOLFDOM is interested in getting further statistics along this line.

While we are bowing our heads in shame, we may as well point out, in answer to several inquiries, that January GOLFDOM also contained another one of those slips that got by the goal tender... On page 21, in a story covering Harvey Penick's teaching methods, we had Harvey "placing the right thumb in the hollow of the right hand for better club control... It should have been the left thumb, of course.

Geoffrey S. Cornish, Amherst, Mass. golf architect who has considerable fine work to his credit, is limiting his new course jobs to seven a year... He also will accept a few alteration commissions during the year... Cornish is limiting his practice to New England and southeastern Canada... N. J. Sperandio, supt., Concord (Mass.) CC, received from his brother supt.s a silver New England GCSA badge as a memento of his 25 years as a member and as a pres. of the assn. Wm. Barrett, who was construction
LIKE MAKING A HOLE-IN-ONE EVERY DAY!

Gravely Clean-Cut 70 gives you BIG MOBILITY for golf course maintenance

Gravely Clean-Cuts bring pleasant surprises every day. You'll be surprised how fast the mowing's done. You'll be more than pleased with the final results.

The Model 70 mows the course well under par—every time.

It's quality-designed and carefully built to be a real work-horse... with extra speed (up to 5 MPH), extra power (12.9 HP) and extra maneuverability (rear-wheel steering drive gets you up close to trees and shrubs without endangering them).

The mower unit "floats" on spring suspension ahead of the power unit, where it can get to grass before anything can mash the grass down.

Choose your mowing width—35, 53, or 70 inches—by raising either or both the wing units while you mow!

There are three other Clean-Cut Mowers ready to go to work for you: two riding models, a 35 inch and a 24 inch; a self-propelled 20 inch trimming mower.

Ask for FREE DEMONSTRATION or write now for free, detailed literature to:

Gravely Clean-Cut Mowers
P.O. BOX 762-C
DUNBAR, WEST VIRGINIA
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Cyclone
SPREADERS
AND SEEDERS
FOR GOLF COURSES

CYCLONE MODEL 20
HAND SPREADER. For
fast, precision spreading of
pelleted and granular fer-
tilizers and chemicals; also
seed. Spreads a 6- to 8-
foot swath. Feathered edge
prevents streaks. Capacity
3 gals. or approx. 20 lbs.
Shield protects operator.

FAMOUS CYCLONE
HAND SEED SOWER.
Accurately and quickly dis-
tributes all smooth grass
seed and grain; also pel-
leted and granular fertil-
izer. Exclusive double-
oscillating feed. Instant
shut-off. Spreads a 7- to
28-foot swath. Feathered
dge prevents streaking.

CYCLONE LAWN
SPREADER. Fam-
ous for speed, free-
dom from streaks,
accuracy. Covers a
6- to 8-foot swath.
Ideal for fast, ac-
curate spreading of
pelleted and granu-
lar fertilizer, herbi-
cides, insecticides,
seed, lime, ice melt-
ers, etc. See Your
Distributor
or Write for
Information

THE CYCLONE SEEDER CO., INC.
Urbana 60, Indiana

TOA Electric Megaphone
The "distance voice" clubs
are finding indespensable

Announcing — paging — starting . . . are but
a few of the uses you'll make of the TOA mega-
phone. The first time you use it you'll realize
how much you've needed it. Weighs only five
pounds — easy to carry and operate.
$1 operates it for 4 to 6 months. Model EM
illustrated — $44.95.
Write for descriptive literature and our special
introductory offer

Wilson-Walz Sporting Goods Co.
502 San Francisco St., El Paso, Tex

supt. for architect Geoffrey S. Cornish at
Nashawtic CC, Concord, Mass., stays on
as course supt. . . . Frank Zukosky, supt.,
Glen Head CC, elected pres., Long Island
GCSA . . . Sid Brown, St. George's GC,
Stony Brook, is the organization's vp.

George Gordon now in his 52d year as
pro at Wannamoisett CC, Rumford, R. I.
. . . Henry Bontempo, 32 years pro at
Franconia, Springfield, Mass., municipal
course, has had his contract renewed for
another five years . . . Quite a few golfers
and non-golfers call Henry Springfield's
'First Citizen' and that's fine advertising
for the city as he is a really grand guy
. . . Art House, pro at Ludlow (Mass.) CC
was honored guest at Springfield, Mass.,
golfers' 14th annual Tee Party . . . Art's
brother-in-law, Frankie Carle, made the
music for the affair.

Texas wants a PGA business school next
winter on the order of the pro business
schools that have been conducted at
Clearwater, Fla., and Los Angeles . . .
Frank Sarno goes from Grossinger (N.Y.)
GC to be supt. at Club de Golf Bellavista,
Motolinia, Mexico, D. F. . . . PGA Senior
field of 381 this year was the tournament's
largest and moved along about 15 min-
CONSULTANT SERVICE ON
Irrigation—Design & Engineering
Soils for Putting Greens & Drainage
Green Design with Character
Greens with Built-in Savings
Golf Course Design

GOLF SHOP SUPPLIERS
Jockey Sportswear
Bag Boy Carts
Maltzie Putters
Fawick Flexi Grips
Arnold Palmer Slacks
Butwin Jackets
Other Fine Wearing Apparel
Sold Through Pro's Only

Distributor for: Toro Golfmaster Golf Cart (Gasoline driven) • Toro Mowers • Buckner • Aqua-Dial
Power Spike • Ryan • Royer • Milorganite • Cleary • Dow • DuPont • Mallinckrodt • Stauffer
Upjohn • Standard • Tarco Flash-Flame • West Point • Par-Aide • Parker • Aqua-Gro • Eli Colby & Others

Write for Catalogue — Pro Shop or Golf Course

BOB DUNNING, INC.
Suppliers to Golf Courses
1402-12 South Lewis Tusla 4, Oklahoma
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Kiss...

FLOOR PROBLEMS GOOD-BYE

with Tuflex®

live rubber flooring

TUFLEX, America's Most Resilient Flooring, brings lasting beauty, safety and comfort to any floor in your club. Specially designed for golf spike traffic, TUFLEX has 100% recovery—retaining its original shape.

New, attractive patterns and improved, gay colors make TUFLEX ideal for any decor. Yes, now you can kiss floor problems good-bye.

IDEAL FOR:
Pro Shops
Club House
Locker Rooms
in Hallways as a runner with the new TUFLEX reducer strip.

For free color brochure, write today to:
RUBBER PRODUCTS, INC.
4521 W. Crest Ave. • Tampa 3, Florida

(Continued on page 132)
LANDSCAPING EQUIPMENT
871 Edgerton Street • St. Paul 1, Minnesota

- Simplify turf maintenance
- Improve turf at low cost
- Cut better quality sod — faster!

The 8 RYAN machines are beautifully engineered and ruggedly built for trouble-free, year-round operation in all turf and soil conditions. There's a size and type for every user — golf course, nursery, landscape company, sod growers and cutters, estates, parks, schools, churches, hospitals, cemeteries, contractors, suburban industrial plants, and equipment rental companies.

SOD CUTTERS
World famous RYAN Sod Cutters are offered in four models and five widths, cut from 100 to 300 sq. ft. per minute in uniform thickness, \( \frac{1}{4} \)" to 2\( \frac{1}{2} \)" for fast, easy laying. Optional attachments give added usefulness.

REN-O-THIN
Remove thatch that blocks out air, moisture, and fertilizer, promote healthier growth with the slicing and thinning action of the RYAN Ren-O-Thin. Effective for all types of grasses.

MOTORAIRE
Easy to use aerating machine — opens up compacted soil with specially designed non-tearing corers, covers 10,000 sq. ft. per hour. Evenly spaced cores hold water, fertilizer, promote deeper root growth.

LAWNAIRE
A low cost cultivating, renovating, aerating machine that will attach to 30' mowers or 2 h.p. garden tractor, do a thorough and effective job. Knives and corers easily changed on the 4 wheels.

ROLLAIRE
Weighs well more than a quarter ton (water filled) to effectively roll away winter frost heaves, pack and even soil for seeding or re-sodding, and assure tight sod-to-soil contact after sodding. Also for tennis courts, driveways, etc.

TRACAIRE
Specially designed to hitch to any tractor with a standard three point hydraulic lift. Eight independently rotating wheels cover a 6 ft. swath for cultivating, renovating, aerating.

GREENSAIRE
Now you can completely aerate a 5,000 sq. ft. green by taking out 150,000 clean-cut plugs uniformly spaced on 2' centers — and let golfers resume play immediately! Aeration relieves matting, helps hold moisture around the roots.

RENOVAIRE
Two models. Both require tractor power, both have hydraulic lifts for transporting along roads. Choice of cutting knives and tines for three-way use: slicing, renovating, aerating.
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HIGH CAPACITY combined with handling ease and stamina—that's the Toro Starlawn* 30. And that adds up to dependable, low-cost service.

The Starlawn 30 is a ruggedly-built, precision mowing machine that features: an exclusive hi-low cutting range for maximum cutting efficiency at all heights of cut—from 7/16 in. to 3 1/4 in. (with optional adjusting caster wheel) . . . separate traction and reel controls . . . a double-edge chrome steel bedknife with stainless steel adjusting screws . . . welded steel chassis and frames . . . optional riding sulky . . . a 3 hp, 4 cycle engine — every feature you’d ever want in a big reel mower!

Like a demonstration? Let your nearby Toro distributor demonstrate this time-proved Toro favorite on your own grounds. He’s listed in the classified section of the phone book under “Lawn Mowers.”

*A registered trademark of Toro Mfg. Corp.